We make pretty pictures and

You get to do ‘arty’ things like

I like painting. Ella C. Prep W

painting and drawing and you get to

Kismet

use colourful pencils. Molly Prep W
My favourite thing about art is when I do painting
Courtney 1/2L

Art is cool because you can
make anything. Joshua V 1/2L

That we get to get
messy! Khye Prep C

at ART

Making lots of mess with paint.
Stasios Prep C

Art is really fun
and I like that we
can sit next to
different people.

I like doing pictures with lots of
I love art because of the fun and messy stuff
we do. Painting is my favourite thing to do
in art because sometimes we can paint what
we want. Georgia CS. 3B

I like art because we get to draw

Art is fun as we get to learn and use different mediums and materials. Nickiera 3B

pictures that are awesome I like it.
William 3B

rt is AWESOME

In art we get to make all sorts of things
and draw. Jem 4J

because we do new

I love art

things and we have fun

because I’m

while we do our work.

an ‘ARTY’

Holli 4J

girl. Emily 4J

I love to make things
and create but I don’t
like tricky or folding
activities. Ben 4J

We started art very messy, drawing self portraits using ink,
a tooth pic and a piece of white paper. Firstly we covered
the piece of paper with sticky ink, then we grabbed the
tooth pic and started to draw our self portraits, and did
four prints. It was an amazing experience. Kyla 5/6G

In art we have been drawing self portraits with ink,
and we printed it on a piece of paper. It was fun
and messy. Later in the term we had to study an
artist. It was good because we got to use our iPads.
We had to choose a picture from that artist and
re-draw the picture. Ellie 5/6G

Last week in art we made
paintings with a printing block.
We made it with sticky ink. I
really like art because we get to
use paint. We learn how to use a
printing block and how to create
a print.
Josh 5/6G
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